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An expression of less is more
With Obscura, we set out to engineer a luminaire that would push the limits of designing 
with LEDs, that would exemplify “less is more”. Simplicity, efficacy, and beauty were our 
guiding principles. Its broad batwing distribution with direct task lighting and soft indirect 
illumination supports the design of open, airy, and minimalistic spaces.
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55' X 55' | 10' CEILING | 24" SUSPENSION | 8' - 1000 LUMENS PER FOOT

14' ROW SPACING 16' ROW SPACING

2' End-to-End Spacing 4' End-to-End Spacing 2' End-to-End Spacing 4' End-to-End Spacing

45.3 1.3:1 2.1:1 38.0 1.3:1 2.2:1 38.4 1.4:1 2.7:1 32.2 1.3:1 2.5:1

Key: Average Footcandles (Workplane) | Workplane Uniformity | Ceiling Uniformity 

LLF: 0.9. Reflectances: 80/50/20. Light levels calculated in AGI-32. Calculations do not include any furniture or partitions.

Illumination from within

Balancing beauty and functionality
A luminaire with a distinct and streamlined form that supports function; two thin 
blades of light irradiate the space with powerful yet soft illumination. Coupling the 
flexibility to customize with its minimalistic design, Obscura delivers a functional 
architectural statement.  

80/20 LIGHT DISTRIBUTION
Wide batwing distribution provides  
comfortable illumination and allows  
for wide spacing between luminaires.

POWERFUL OPTICS
up to 1000lm/ft
Visit designlights.org/QPL for model specifics.

EXTERIOR FINISHES
Palladium Silver   

White

WIDE SPACING
Broad, even distribution allows for increased spacing of luminaires (up to 16' on center),  
while maintaining uniformity on the ceiling and work plane.

INTERIOR END CAP FINISHES
Infinity finish reflects illumination, conveying  
the appearance of continuous void.  
White finish also available.

POWER-UPTM TECHNOLOGY
Delivers low-voltage power through  
suspension cables

Grid ceiling canopy Drywall canopy 

16'16'

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
Available in 4' to 12' individual lengths in 1' increments.

144"

12'  (12' 3.6")

48"

4' (4' 3.6")

White Infinity

Actual Size

3.02"

4.32"

™

An air of mystery 

A sleek, minimalistic design   

A seemingly invisible light source 
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